
// MOVIE INFO

- LES PÉCHEURS CETARA/COTONOU, 2016_30’
Les pécheurs Cetara - Cotonou is a documentary film dedicated to the study and representation 
of contemporary subalterian realities. In particular, the project develops around the fishermen 
community that lives in the lakeside village of Ganvié, Benin, and the respectives of Cetara, a village 
of two thousand inhabitants on the Amalfi Coast in Italy. The aim was to document the resistance of 
ancestral fishing techniques versus another more industrial fishing, which threatens the success and 
sustainability of small local boats. I started a first part of the work in September 2016 at Cetara on the 
“Sacro cuore”, a “cianciola” that in the local dialect indicates the type of boat specializing in anchovy 
fishing. The second part of the work was completed in Benin in November of the same year, during a 
period of artist residence at the Cotonou Arts and Culture Center.

Director: Marianna Capuano
Producer: Galleria Vallois, Le Centre Arts et Culture
Starring&collaboration: equipaggio “sacro cuore”, equipaggio giovani pescatori del Benin.

BIO: Marianna Capuano was born in Cava dei Tirreni in 1991. She attended the Academy of Fine Arts 
in Naples on photography and television. She continued her education with a Master II in France, à 
l’Ensa in Dijon. She lives and works between Paris and Naples.
ALTRI PROGETTI: La sopravvivenza dei popoli (2016).

- ANTONIO DEGLI SCOGLI, 2016_14’
Naples, rocks of Mergellina. Antonio is a middle-aged man who has been living on the rocks for years 
where he has built a shack where he sleeps. He lives on the margins, he doesn’t have a job or even 
the documents. Dignitously survives, fighting against adverse weather conditions and daily 
living. He is isolated and marginalized, only the presence of some friends lighten up the days spent 
in solitude. He is blind to one eye and is half-deaf, he has a mood character moving from moments 
of extreme sociality to others of closure and introversion. He lives this life hoping for a day to see his 
sons again.

Director: Alessandro Gattuso 
Sound: Doriana Monaco
Editing: Alessandra Carchedi, Simona Infante 
Producer: Arcimovie- filmap
Starring: Antonio Esposito

BIO: Alessandro Gattuso was born in Vico Equense in 1989. He studied in Naples graduating in cinema, 
photography and television at the Academy of Fine Arts.
FILMOGRAFIA: Por Cuestión de Corazón (2015).

// SPEAKER

- Natascia Palmina D’Amico, 1986
Sociologa specializzata nel ramo della comunicazione. Speaker e autrice radiofonica, collabora
attivamente con Rai Trade. 
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